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“The gateway to a healthy nation” 

 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL 

PURPOSE 

The world today is a global village therefore; all-individual efforts must be consolidated. At 

CUREGATE International we adopt the modern concept of business ethics and trends that 

encourage developing a culture of trading on a global platform through created linkages using 

technology. 

We hope to be identified throughout the Earth by seating on the world wide web through this 

profile and we shall continue amending its interface in a dynamic according to the footprints 

the company leaves as it goes globetrotting. 

 

WHO ARE WE? 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED is a bonafide Zambian registered company 

No.120210024582 with international sister registration in a multinational African setup of 

companies dealing in pharmaceutical medicines produced by its partner company based in 

INDIA. The production center is a 1980 establishment with continental capacity of 

production power from its modern state of the art facility. 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL hence has the capacity to supply, trade, and distribute 

medicines at continental level throughout Africa and the world over through this solid 

production tie-up. 

The company employs technically competent staff highly qualified and experienced in 

management, finance, logistics and health. CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL has over 1000 

permanent and support staff members in 10 countries on the African continent. The company 

adopts 150 standards that encourage dependable quality. 

A fast approach every time we handle customer requirements our services, products and 

responses are: 

VISION 

As the company spreads its wings on the continent, we at CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL 

envision. 

Improving the quality of healthcare in Africa by supplying and distributing quality medicines 

that  

Cure and improves health in turn eradicate life threatening diseases causing major chronic 

illnesses on the content with focus on children, women, youths, animals (livestock) and all 

our products delivered at very highly competitive prices due to our direct draw from the 

production house. 
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MISSION 

Curing Africa and improving the quality of healthcare for its inhabitants resulting in a healthy 

African population. 

GOALS 

1. Remain the opened GATES for the millions of people world over afflicted with 

numerous life threatening health problems to get cured. 

2. Expand our establishments on the continent and trade on the market blocks in the 

African Union charters on trade and open markets example ECOWAS, COMESA, 

SADC, to mention just a few. 

3. Supply medicine through a chain of pharmaceutical outlets that are deeply rooted at 

community levels as our network linkages with a deliberate solid policy on PRICE 

GOUGING. 

4. Set up clinics/health centers equipped with modern state of the art equipment where 

patients shall receive expert specialized and general treatment to get the much-needed 

treatment and cure. 

5. Become a global leading distributor of excellent certified medicines produced by one 

of the world’s best Indian based medicine manufacturing companies. 

6. Employ technology in our response to meet customer needs, ensure quick response, 

time around a time, efficiency and solid supply chain logistics. 

 

WHERE DO YOU FIND US? 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED as a legitimate company influenced by men and 

women of African descent has its headquarters and registered offices in Zambia plot 706 

Kamfinsa, off Ndola Road Kitwe, Copper belt Province Zambia 

You also get us on the international media platforms by clicking 

www.curegateinternational.com with email:info@curegateinternational.com of contact lines 

+260975160629, +27835558467+260776309091. 

 As a corporate company with commercial business interests in Africa and the world 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL is officially registered in the Republics of South Africa, 

Ghana, Tanzania, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Zimbabwe on the way to continental 

presence. 

 

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT FROM US?  

When you enter through into CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL you get world class 

exceptional fast approach exquisite delight in the professional attribute of our dedicated 

serious minded vibrant members of staff, curing medicines from a high tech. manufacturer 

with world accepted accreditations, analyzed and certified pharmaceutical products (every 

disease that affect human and animal life) is found with us. 

http://www.curegateinternational.com/
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You are our highly valued precious peal as a customer in our company life is precious and we 

chose to do all we could to provide a sustainable healthy life for our fellow global 

inhabitants. 

 We offer the best expect to find beyond excellent satisfaction from us.  

 

OUR PRODUCTS  

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL products come in three forms: ALLOPATHIC, 

AYURVEDIC and VETERNARY products. 

Medicines that cure, prevent and sustain patients from chronic illnesses and diseases causing 

organism. 

(i) These include medicines and drugs such as antibiotics, anti-retroviral and all other 

kinds of medicines and test kits that offer curable solutions to promote a smart 

life, see product range and the following list of actual me 

(ii)  

(iii) Services which improve health standards, we pride in having the best high tech 

equipment used to conduct clinical tests on our clients to focus on critical areas as 

we  

(iv) prosper in providing vital attention to our client needs. When it comes to patients 

hospitalized in our health centers (mini-hospitals) we have the best life supporting 

systems and machines. 

Our services in diagnosis of disease, nursing, prescriptions of medicines and 

specialized treatments are second to none on the continent. We have a policy of 

zero tolerance to mortality rates at our network facilities unless it is naturally 

beyond controllable circumstances not failure due to lacking. We operate an 

interlinked international network that has proven successful in achieving 

deliverables both as pharmaceutical products and medical equipment. Our 

pharmaceutical products can be tailor packaged to suit client’s call. 

Our pharmaceutical products are all brewed from a USFDA stipulated WHO 

GMP/GMP certified manufacturing pharma formulation company products such 

as liquids, suspensions (betalactum and non-betalactum), tablets, liquids, capsules. 

 

PRODUCT RANGE 

We present a wide range of high quality products inclusive of the following allopathic 

medicines; 

(i) Antibiotics 

(ii) Nonbiotics 

(iii) Antidiabetics 

(iv) Hypertensive and anticholesterol  

(v) Tranquilisers, depressants and antipsychotics 

(vi) Anti-Asthmatics 

(vii) Cough and cold syrups 

(viii) Anti-inflammatory 
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(ix) Nutritional products 

(x) Sexual dysfunctioning products 

(xi) Herbal products 

(xii) Ayurvedic products 

(xiii) Veterinary products 

(xiv) Pharma formulations mix 

(xv) Pain killers 

(xvi) Antacids and H2 receptor products 

(xvii) Anti-Amoebic and diarrheal 

(xviii) Anti Tussive, expectorants and anti allergic 

(xix) Anti Emetics and anti nausants 

(xx) Anti-Malarial 

(xxi) Alimentary system 

(xxii) Analgesic, antipyretic and anti-inflammatory drugs. 

(xxiii) Other Formulations 

 

 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL too supply the following; 

- Veterinary Products-See detailed list in product list attached 

-  Herbal Products-See attached product list  

- Ayurvedic Products-See attached list 

The above 3 categories of product are produced and supplied in large quantities. 

SUPPLY GUARANTEES: 

Our supply guarantees and assurances are backed by the current factory production output. 

Liquids: 40million bottles Per month 

Tablets: 150million tablets Per month 

Capsules: 150million capsules per month 
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HISTORY 

 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL began as a small research unit in the Zambian 

local  

community set up offering voluntary home based care services in the year 2012. 

The team of health care givers comprised youths school leavers, women that had 

knowledge in counseling patients and administering prescribed medicines and 

retired medical practitioners at first the number was 10 people as needs arise for 

expansion of services the team quickly grew to 30 people these community 

volunteers were coordinated by government run hospitals and private clinics. 

They operated in zones and they operated in groups of 5 and sometimes in pairs, 

the aim was supplement people with compromised immunity, incapacitated 

pregnant mothers, babies and young children the concept was an outreach 

program where team members where offered medical kits to disburse medicines to 

identified patients. We, at the outbreak of the covid 19 participated in the 

distribution of Orient gene Antibody and Antigen test kits at continental level 

through our network, which we still stock to keep alert mines, the corporate world 

and other institutions, of the possible covid  

spikes. 

 

CONSTRAINTS 

The major problem that prevented the smooth running of the program was 

shortage of prescribed medicines. 

Drugstores took advantage by offering unaffordable prices of the needed drugs. 

Especially for the local common people. As it were, mortality rates increased. 

Pandemics and Epidemics affecting the world were more prominent and most 

pronounced on the continent and particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

 

MITIGATION   

Owing to the background a new generation of qualified entrepreneurs with vigor 

to drive the country and continent to new a chapter in offering sustainable 

solutions aimed at reducing the effects of the on board in 2018 with total focus on 

sourcing medicines and offering health affordable rates this called for sourcing 

from the right time surely CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL was then born as a 

business concept to be established throughout Africa to benefit the African 

peoples labelled with all sorts of acronyms unsynomouse with the new crop of 

intelligent by 2019 the promoters of CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL found  the 

linkages where sourcing of medicine can be procured there came a manufacturer 

and partnerships were formed. This manufacture has capacity supply continental 

needs as single entity hence our claim of continental capacity. We now are 

established as a standalone entity with sure capacity to satisfy both private, 

governmental and regional organizational health pharmaceutical and medical 

equipment needs. 

In December 2019, there was a sense of urgency to have CUREGATE 

INTERNATIONAL incorporated due to the CORONA VIRUS that began in 

China. The threat of this pandemic was real and the covid-19 death records were 
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fearsome. It was then when Zambia promoted and the company was established. 

Due to fresh requirements of international registrations in the field of medicine, 

official company registrations were only approved in 2022 and work commenced. 

Curegate is now processing the necessary permits in the partnering African 

nations but remain sure and steadfast to immediately deliver at any given clientele 

call. 

By the end of 2021 was registered in more than seven countries on the continent 

major key influential blocks East  and west Africa, Central Africa and Southern 

Africa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHY CHOOSE US? 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL is apparently a fast growing company with 

continental interest of improving people’s life needs we come with costs effective 

supporting mechanism as we offload quality product and services to all 

inhabitants. The huge cost benefits passed on to individuals, groups, companies 

and government leverage profitability and savings, above all we are simply 

outstanding as we draw the largest network on the continent all driven with the 

same vision, mission and goals. 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL is   the only company than can pull its stuff 

members in less time, quick to respond to challenges our customers might face. 

The company uses information technology to drive its quick responsiveness and 

offer quality deliverers to all out valued customers. We are simply the best on the 

scene and the latest company with extraordinary influence under the health sector. 
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OUR CUSTOMERS  

1. Government  

2. Private corporate and non-corporate entities 

3. Pharmacies and drug stores 

4. Veterinary agencies  

5. House holders  

6. Private individuals  

7. Health associations  

8. Distributions Agencies and Retailers  

9. Community based groups  

10. Clinics and hospitals  

11. Regional organizations like SADC,ECOWAS,AFRICAN 

UNION,COMESA,EAC etc. 
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WE ARE THE BEST 

CUREGATE INTERNATIONAL as already highlighted offers groundbreaking solutions to 

health needs and its focus is to bring a new Africa on the world stage courageously investing 

in Africa wellness to drive a vibrant economic improved Africa. A healthy population 

guarantees a positive and aggressive economic drive to better the lives of Africans. We fight 

for a healthy Africa. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

 

 

 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

ACCOUNTANT GENERAL 

 MANAGER 

OPERATION HUMAN 

RESOURCE 

SAMPLERS DRIVERS 

TRANSPORT 

LOGISTICS 

MANAGER 

QUALITY 

CONTROL 

ADMINISTRATOR 

RANK & FILE 
OPERATORS 

C.E.O 


